Curriculum Guide
Elementary School

Friends Elementary Curriculum
Our elementary teachers believe deeply in engaging students in emphasizing an experien:al and integrated curriculum, focused on academics, problem solving,
crea:vity, cri:cal thinking, and social responsibility. Skilled teachers iden:fy children’s natural curiosity as building blocks for a ﬂexible yet structured curriculum
that engages students, stretches their abili:es, and simultaneously helps them develop their respect for others. Instruc:on is individualized to meet the needs of
all learners and our classroom teachers focus on character development in tandem with providing a rich academic program.

SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL
Friends was founded as a school that honors children for both their unique gi5s and their challenges. We foster experien:al learning while addressing the social and emo:onal
development of each student, yielding a superior educa:on. Below are a list of learner characteris:cs that guide our work with children.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrates a love of learning and is curious and ques:oning
Has a growth mindset
Asks for help when appropriate
Applies conﬂict resolu:on strategies
Makes voice heard in an appropriate way
Shows empathy
Ini:ates and joins play (K/1)
Sustains focus and engagement
Follows direc:ons: oral and wriPen
Handles transi:ons well
Does presented work with academic rigor
Demonstrates independent work habits
Demonstrates responsibility with assignments at school and at home
Is able to manage materials responsibly
Follows school and classroom agreements
Has consistent posi:ve rela:onships with peers
Demonstrates resiliency in challenging situa:ons

“We foster experiential learning while addressing the social and
emotional development of each student, yielding a superior education.”

MATH
The Friends mathema:cs program strives to teach concepts in a variety of ways to ensure understanding by all students. Students are given experiences that promote their ability to solve
problems and that build mathema:cs from situa:ons generated within the context of everyday experiences. Students are expected to make conjectures and conclusions and to discuss
their reasoning in both wriPen and spoken form, with pictures, graphs, charts, and with manipula:ves. They are also asked to make connec:ons between topics in mathema:cs, between
the concrete and the abstract, between concepts and skills and between mathema:cs and other curricular areas. We u:lize the Inves:ga:ons curriculum, with supplemental materials,
and students receive small group instruc:on.

Kindergarten
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1st

Works with numbers 0-20 and is able to count forward,
create, count, and compare sets of objects. Is able to
iden:fy and write numbers.
Geometry: iden:ﬁes and names 2D and 3D shapes,
understands symmetry
Compares objects by weight and length
Describes and sorts aPributes of objects (color, size,
length, weight, and shape)
Creates repea:ng paPerns
Uses +, - and = symbols
Compares two single-digit numbers using <, =, >
Uses objects, ﬁngers, drawings and numbers to solve
addi:on and subtrac:on problems
Composes numbers up to 10 and iden:ﬁes
combina:ons of numbers that make 10
Counts to 100 by ones and tens

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Counts and iden:ﬁes numbers up to 120
Understands and compares two-digit numbers using <,
=, > symbols
Writes and adds numbers up to 100 using models,
drawings or equa:ons
Mentally ﬁnds the number 10 more or 10 less than any
two-digit number
Names and draws shapes using aPributes such as
number of sides and angles
Par::ons circles into two and four equal parts
Uses halves and quarters to describe parts of a whole
Orders and compares objects by length
Measures using a unit length
Tells and writes :me in hours and half hours using
analog and digital clocks
Organizes, represents and interprets data in a chart or
table and a graph
Works with numbers up to 20 to solve addi:on and
subtrac:on problems ﬂuently
Is able to iden:fy numbers as being odd or even
Understands and uses direc:on words
Recognizes and knows the value of coins and bills up to
$20
Knows doubles facts up to 9 + 9

2nd
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrates fact ﬂuency to 20 and understands the
concept of inverse opera:ons
Adds and subtracts double digit numbers
Uses regrouping for addi:on
Understands place value to 1,000s
Understands mul:plica:on concepts and skip coun:ng
2, 5, 10
Iden:ﬁes frac:ons through twel5hs
Adds and subtracts frac:ons with like denominators
Iden:ﬁes two and three dimensional shapes
Sorts and combines shapes to ﬁnd compound shapes
Understands geometric vocabulary such as symmetry,
faces, edges, and ver:ces

“The Friends mathematics program strives to teach concepts
in a variety of ways to ensure understanding by all students.”

MATH (Cont.)
3rd
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mul&plies and divides up to 12s and understands the
concept of inverse rela&onships
Adds and subtracts through 3 digit numbers with
regrouping
Understands equivalence, ordering and comparing
frac&ons
Adds and subtracts frac&ons with unlike denominators
Works with mixed-numbers
Understands place value up to 10,000 and uses
expanded nota&on
Understands decimals and their rela&onship to money
Understands geometric vocabulary such as perimeter,
area, classifying quadrilaterals, polygons, angles,
congruence and symmetry

4th
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Reviews addi&on and subtrac&on (borrowing and across
0) strategies, and place value
Mul&plies and divides double digit numbers using a
variety of strategies
Understands mathema&cal vocabulary such as par&al
product/quo&ent, factors, mul&ples, GCF (greatest
common factor), LCM (least common mul&ple)
Adds and subtracts frac&ons with unlike denominators
and mixed numbers
Works with and manipulates decimals using all
opera&ons
Understands paNerns, func&ons and change
Finds the area and perimeter of rectangles
Understands and uses angle names
Understands and calculates mean, median, mode and
likelihood of an event

5th
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mul&plies and divides large numbers and applies to
word problems
Uses the standard algorithm for mul&plica&on
Introduced to Order of Opera&ons
CraQs an equa&on to solve a problem and then solves it
clearly with an answer statement.
Creates a “rule” from a paNern
Adds, subtracts, and mul&plies frac&ons and decimals.
Solves word problems using decimals, frac&ons and
mixed numbers.
Finds area of triangles, parallelograms, and trapezoids.
Finds the volume and surface area of rectangular
prisms
Understands and calculates mean, median, mode and
likelihood of an event

“Students are given experiences that promote their ability to solve problems and that
build mathematics from situations generated within the context of everyday experiences.”

LITERACY (Reading & Writing)
The ability to communicate clearly, to read, to write, and to speak and listen, is a central component of an educated society. Reading, wri:ng and speaking transmit informa:on. They are
essen:al tools for our success at home and in the workplace, for enriching and expanding our lives, and for crea:ng knowledgeable ci:zens who can responsibly and eﬀec:vely
communicate ideas. At all levels, language arts is integrated into thema:c units as well as math, science and social studies. As a result, the focus of our literacy curriculum is:
•
Developing awareness of language as a tool
•
Reading and understanding a variety of wriPen material
•
Wri:ng and speaking for a variety of purposes
•
Applying higher-level thinking skills to reading, wri:ng, speaking and listening
•
Reading to select informa:on from a variety of sources
•
Reading to enjoy literature
We u:lize the workshop model in both reading and wri:ng, and incorporate the Lucy Calkins curriculum into our work with children.

READING
Kindergarten
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Ac:ve engagement in the reading process through book
selec:on, reading aloud to others
Holds book and turns pages independently
Recognizes and names all uppercase and lowercase
lePers
Verbally produces individual sounds in a word
Recognizes and produces rhyming words
Reads common high-frequency words by sight (e.g.,
the, of, to, you, she, my, is, are, do)
Demonstrates basic knowledge of lePer-sound
correspondences by producing the primary or most
frequent sound for each consonant
Demonstrates spelling-sound correspondences for
common consonant digraphs
Demonstrates basic knowledge of the short vowel
sounds with common spellings (graphemes) for the ﬁve
vowels
Retells stories and answers ques:ons related to
sequence of events and characters
Iden:ﬁes diﬀerent genres of literature (ﬁc:on,
nonﬁc:on, poetry...)
Reads with expression
Self corrects miscues and problem solves unknown
words

1st
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Selects a book at appropriate reading level ("just right"
book)
Draws on personal experiences and interests for book
selec:on
Reads aloud with others
Sustains independent reading for at least 15 minutes
Uses skills to problem solve unknown words
Reads grade-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate
rate, and expression
Summarizes a story including key events in sequence
Iden:ﬁes important characters by name
Iden:ﬁes signiﬁcant theme (message)
Gives an opinion and support in reac:on to a story or
piece of wri:ng
Makes a literal connec:on that reﬂects an
understanding of the wri:ng
Verbally produces individual sounds in words
Demonstrates spelling-sound correspondences for
common consonant digraphs and blends (two lePers
that represent one sound)
Uses ﬁnal “-e” and common vowel team conven:ons
for represen:ng long vowel sounds
Reads common high frequency words by sight
Reads with expression

2nd
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Selects a book at appropriate reading level ("just right"
book)
Iden:ﬁes speciﬁc strengths and goals related to the
reading process
Expression reﬂects mood, pace, and tension of the text
Phrases words together to derive meaning
Asks ques:ons and makes predic:ons that go beyond
the text
Summarizes text in own language including important
characters, events, and details
Accurately responds to literal ques:ons about the text
Understands important text implica:ons and provides
suppor:ng details
Iden:ﬁes a signiﬁcant message or event and supports
ideas with details from the text
Monitors and ar:culates reading and comprehension
strategies
Uses diphthongs and less common vowel team
conven:ons for represen:ng vowel sounds

READING (Cont.)
3rd
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4th

Select a just right book with some support
Par:cipates in in-depth discussions, reﬂects and
responds to literary elements: characters, senng, plot
Iden:ﬁes speciﬁc strengths and goals related to the
reading process
Reads with expression, which reﬂects mood, pace, and
tension of text
Phrases words together to derive meaning
Asks ques:ons and makes predic:ons that go beyond
the text
Summarizes text in own language including important
characters, events, and details
Responds accurately to literal ques:ons about the text
Understands important text implica:ons and provides
suppor:ng details
Iden:ﬁes a signiﬁcant message or event and supports
ideas with details from the text
Monitors and ar:culates reading and comprehension
and strategies

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Select a just right book without support
Par:cipates in in-depth discussions, reﬂects and
responds to literary elements: characters senng, plot
Reads with expression that reﬂects mood, pace and
tension
Uses appropriate pauses; heeds punctua:on; reads
longer, meaningful phrases
Has thoughpul ques:ons and makes predic:ons that go
beyond the text
Writes well organized summaries in own language;
includes characters' names, speciﬁc details, and all
important events from the beginning, middle and end
Uses informa:on from the text that accurately responds
to ques:ons or prompts
Understands important text implica:ons and relevant
suppor:ng details
Finds the signiﬁcant message or event and has a
relevant reason for opinion
Uses speciﬁc examples from the text related to the
iden:ﬁed strategy

5th
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Par:cipates in in-depth discussions, reﬂects and
responds to literary elements: characters, senng, plot
Iden:ﬁes speciﬁc strengths and goals related to the
reading process
Reads with expression, which reﬂects mood, pace, and
tension of text
Phrases words together to derive meaning
Asks ques:ons and makes predic:ons that go beyond
the text
Summarizes text in own language including important
characters, events, and details
Responds accurately to literal ques:ons about the text
Understands important text implica:ons and provides
suppor:ng details
Iden:ﬁes a signiﬁcant message or event and supports
ideas with details from the text
Monitors and ar:culates reading and comprehension
and strategies

“The ability to communicate clearly, to read, to write, and to
speak and listen, is a central component of an educated society.”

WRITING
Kindergarten
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Draws on personal experiences and texts for wri:ng
Shares wri:ng with others
Chooses topics for wri:ng
Sustains independent wri:ng for at least 15 minutes
Produces a piece of wri:ng focused on a consistent
theme
Writes from le5 to right, top to boPom
Writes using spaces between words
Adds details to wri:ng using words and/or pictures
Includes evidence of the writer's voice
Varies start of sentences
Uses upper and lower case lePers correctly
Uses major consonant and vowel sounds correctly
Spells high frequency words correctly
Applies Kindergarten language conven:ons in wriPen
work
Uses tripod grip consistently
Is able to cut curves and corners

1st
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Draws on personal experiences and texts for wri:ng
Shares wri:ng with others
Chooses topics for wri:ng
Sustains independent wri:ng for at least 15 minutes
Produces a piece of wri:ng focused on a consistent
theme
Writes using a logical order of events
Adds details to wri:ng using words and/or pictures
Includes evidence of the writer's voice and speciﬁc
details
Varies word choice
Uses end punctua:on
Uses consistent spacing between words
Uses major consonant digraphs and vowel sounds
correctly
Uses all uppercase lePers correctly and is transi:oning
to lowercase lePers
Spells high frequency words correctly
Uses age appropriate language
Illustra:ons contribute to the piece of wri:ng

2nd
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Draws on personal experience, texts, and mini-lessons
for wri:ng
Shares wri:ng with others
Stays focused on a clearly deﬁned topic
Connects and presents ideas and events in a logical
order
Writes with speciﬁc and interes:ng detail
Uses a variety of words to begin a sentence
Expresses complete thoughts in sentences
Writes crea:ng an engaging picture
Uses ac:ve verbs, precise nouns, and colorful adjec:ves
Uses end punctua:on, quota:on marks, and commas
Capitalizes beginning of sentences and proper nouns
Begins using paragraphs
Spells second grade high frequency and spelling words
correctly
Uses age appropriate grammar
Learn and use the wri:ng process- dra5, revise and edit
work

“Reading, writing and speaking are essential tools for our success at home and in
the workplace, for enriching and expanding our lives, and for creating
knowledgeable citizens who can responsibly and eﬀectively communicate ideas.”

WRITING (Cont.)
3rd
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5th

4th

Draws on personal experiences and texts for wri:ng
Shares wri:ng with others
Chooses topics
Sustains independent wri:ng for at least 20-30 minutes
Organizes ideas around a central topic
Connects and presents ideas in a clear and logical order
Provides only relevant and clear informa:on
Elaborates with speciﬁc and interes:ng detail
Uses a variety of words to begin sentences
Uses simple and complex sentences eﬀec:vely
Uses paragraphs
Creates a picture that is engaging and compelling
Uses ac:ve verbs, precise nouns, and colorful adjec:ves
Uses end punctua:on, apostrophes, commas, and
quota:on marks
Uses capital lePers at beginning of sentences and
proper nouns
Spells third grade high frequency and spelling words
correctly
Writes with awareness of subject/verb agreement
Par:cipates in the proofreading and edi:ng processes,
including spelling, rewri:ng, and conferring
Reviews and works to mastery of cursive lePer
forma:on

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

Understands the internal structure of wriPen pieces
and uses logical and intriguing paPern or sequence of
ideas
Ar:culates the main message of the piece, the theme,
with suppor:ng details that enrich and develop the
theme
Uses rich, colorful, and precise language that moves
and enlightens the reader
Understands and manipulates the rhythm and ﬂow of
the language, the sound of word paPerns, the way in
which the wri:ng plays to the ear, not just the eye
Conveys the unique perspec:ve of the writer through
the use of compelling ideas, engaging language, and
revealing details
Uses age appropriate mechanics- spelling, punctua:on,
capitaliza:on, grammar usage, and paragraphing
Creates visual presenta:ons that convey mastery of the
balance of white space with visuals and text, graphics,
neatness, handwri:ng, font selec:on, borders, overall
appearance

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

Understands the internal structure of wriPen pieces
and uses logical and intriguing paPern or sequence of
ideas
Ar:culates the main message of the piece, the theme,
with suppor:ng details that enrich and develop the
theme
Uses rich, colorful, and precise language that moves
and enlightens the reader
Understands and manipulates the rhythm and ﬂow of
the language, the sound of word paPerns, the way in
which the wri:ng plays to the ear, not just the eye
Conveys the unique perspec:ve of the writer through
the use of compelling ideas, engaging language, and
revealing details
Uses age appropriate mechanics- spelling, punctua:on,
capitaliza:on, grammar usage, and paragraphing
Creates visual presenta:ons that convey mastery of the
balance of white space with visuals and text, graphics,
neatness, handwri:ng, font selec:on, borders, overall
appearance

“At all levels, language arts is integrated into thematic
units as well as math, science and social studies.”

SCIENCE
Our science curriculum is designed around student interest, curiosity and wonder about the ordinary, yet extraordinary world around them. Children explore, ques:on, observe and are
expected to discuss, elaborate and evaluate their ﬁndings in both wriPen and spoken form. Students learn about environmental, life, physical and earth science each year. Our 2nd and
3rd grade classes and 4th and 5th grade classes study science together, giving students an opportunity to learn in mul:-age groups. Science explora:ons are supported through ﬁeld trips
with overnight experiences in the middle and upper elementary classes.

Kindergarten & 1st
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analyzes, interprets, and records observa:ons
Iden:ﬁes common needs such as food, air, and water of
familiar living things
Compares and contrasts physical aPributes
Observes, inves:gates, and describes how objects can
be sorted using their physical proper:es
Collects, describes, and records informa:on through
discussion, drawings, and charts
Describes how adapta:ons help plants and animals
survive
Observes and explores the natural processes of
growing, changing, and adap:ng to the environment
Iden:ﬁes cause-and-eﬀect rela:onships in everyday
experiences
Engages with the natural world
Iden:ﬁes adapta:ons that help plants and animals
survive

2nd & 3rd
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Selects and uses appropriate tools to gather and display
data
Asks ques:ons and deﬁnes problems, plans and carries
out inves:ga:ons, develops and uses models, analyses
and interpre:ng data, constructs explana:ons and
designs solu:ons, engages in argument from evidence,
and obtains, evaluates, and communicates informa:on
Plans and conducts inves:ga:ons to provide evidence
of the eﬀects of balanced and unbalanced forces on the
mo:on of an object
Makes observa:ons and/or measurements of an
object’s mo:on to provide evidence that a paPern can
be used to predict future mo:on
Explores the rela:onships between simple machines,
gravity, and weight (pulleys, inclined planes, levers)
Examines maps to ﬁnd the changes in the earth's
geologic history
Learns and iden:ﬁes basic cloud types, records and
graphs temperatures
Studies the moon, sun, and planets in our solar system
Raises buPerﬂies from egg to adult; plants a variety of
seeds and tracks their growth

4th & 5th
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Selects and uses appropriate tools to gather and display
data
Designs, plans and conducts a variety of simple
inves:ga:ons
Uses scien:ﬁc method
Asks ques:ons and deﬁnes problems, plans and carries
out inves:ga:ons, develops and uses models, analyzes
and interprets data, constructs explana:ons and
designs solu:ons, engages in arguments from evidence,
and obtains, evaluates, and communicates informa:on.
Understands that measurable physical proper:es can
be compared before and a5er eﬀec:ng a change to
verify a change has occurred and can be used to predict
outcome in similar circumstances
Understands that maPer exists in physical states (solid,
liquid, gas) and can change from one state to another
Understands that electricity in circuits can produce
heat, light, sound, magne:c eﬀects
Understands that conductors allow electrical ﬂow
Understands and explores diﬀerent types of energy
Understands and explores diﬀerent types of forces
Understands and explores the interac:on and
interdependence between and among non-living
components of ecosystems
Understands and studies human body systems: basic
structure, func:ons and needs

“Our science curriculum is designed around student interest, curiosity
and wonder about the ordinary, yet extraordinary world around them.”

SOCIAL STUDIES
Social studies is the study of social interac:on and human culture in our past, present and future. Our social studies units look at community, geography and civics. We emphasize the
following in our elementary social studies programs:
•
Developing a strong sense of community beginning with the self in Kindergarten and expanding through the grades to interna:onal aﬀairs and current events to develop social
awareness
•
Par:cipa:ng in class and school wide service learning projects
•
Facilita:ng individual country studies and integrated projects
•
Celebra:ng school wide ac:vi:es such as May Day, Earth Day, Winter and Harvest
Our 2nd and 3rd grade classes and 4th and 5th grade classes study social studies together, giving students an opportunity for mul:-age learning experiences.

Kindergarten
•
•
•

Iden:ﬁes cultural and family tradi:ons and their
connec:ons to other groups and the environment
Compare and contrast how people live in diﬀerent
senngs around the world
Gives examples of food, clothing, and shelter and how
they change in diﬀerent environments

1st
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Iden:ﬁes similari:es and diﬀerences between
themselves and others
Explains that maps and globes are diﬀerent
representa:ons of Earth
Uses terms related to direc:ons: forward and
backward, le5 and right, near and far, and cardinal
direc:ons
Dis:nguishes between land and water on a map or
globe, iden:ﬁes a compass rose and map key
Creates simple maps
Iden:ﬁes how community ac:vi:es diﬀer due to
physical and cultural characteris:cs
Iden:ﬁes cultural and family tradi:ons and their
connec:ons to other groups and the environment
Describes the characteris:cs and aPributes of
responsible community members
Demonstrates the ability to be both a leader and team
member

2nd & 3rd
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Learns about the seven con:nents, is able to iden:fy
North America, South America, Africa, Europe, Asia,
Australia, and Antarc:ca.
Understands :meline: then and now between ancient
and modern for diﬀerent countries
Explore a variety of diﬀerent cultures around the world
Understands the rise and fall of civiliza:ons
Understands prehistoric Colorado, including geography,
plate tectonics, human migra:on, dinosaurs
Learns about the ﬁrst people of Colorado (PaleoIndians, hunters and gatherers, Basket Makers, Ancient
Puebloans, and tribe Indians: Navajo, Ute, and Arapaho)
Learns about explorers (Spanish, French)
Learns about early sePlers
Learns about the technology, engineering, and building
prowess of the ancient civiliza:ons
Studies the las:ng inﬂuence of ancient civiliza:ons on
the world today (government, architecture, language,
and more)

4th & 5th
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Analyzes historical sources from mul:ple points of view
to develop an understanding of historical context
Studies the historical eras, individuals, groups, ideas,
and themes in North America from 1491 through the
found of the United States government
Recognizes paPerns and rela:onships across :me and
space and describes paPerns that exist in nature and
society
Explains and interprets geographic variables that
inﬂuence the interac:on of people, places, and
environments
Understands the interconnected nature of the world, its
people and places
Understands the founda:ons of ci:zenship in the
United States
Understands the origins, structure, and func:ons of the
United States government

“Our social studies units look at community, geography and civics.”

SPANISH
Spanish at Friends School is intended to introduce students to the language and culture of Spanish speaking countries. Students will leave the program with a ﬂuency level of novice-low
to novice-high based on the ACTFL language proﬁciency guidelines. Students will have an introduc:on to frequently used structures and phrases in the Spanish language and have some
knowledge and understanding about Spanish and La:no cultures. The following tenets guide our teaching prac:ce.
•
Spanish language and culture lessons should be relevant to children’s lives
•
Language is best learned when it is enjoyable and not based on memorizing grammar and structural paPerns
•
Language learning begins with input (listening/reading) and eventually extends to output (speaking/wri:ng)
•
Students are engaged in all modali:es: auditory, kinesthe:c, visual; to ensure success for all learning styles
•
Language is used for diﬀerent purposes including: interpre:ve, interpersonal and presenta:onal tasks
•
Language is not sta:c
•
Humans have an innate language acquisi:on process
•
Language is the means by which cultures reﬂect upon their experiences and knowledge
•
Language is a key factor in the development of interna:onal understanding and acceptance
•
Learning two or more languages is a powerful tool that gives students access to the global community
•
Learning two or more languages nurtures brain growth and development that mono-lingual brains do not demonstrate

Kindergarten
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1st

Listens to and comprehends gree:ngs
Greets teacher and classmates
Iden:ﬁes numbers up to 10, colors and shapes
Responds to yes/no ques:ons about family, body parts
and age
Can comfortably listen to spoken Spanish for up to 10
minutes
Can repeat Spanish words when asked
Can follow basic commands in Spanish
Can par:cipate in cultural studies focused on Spain and
Ecuador

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Listens to and comprehends gree:ngs
Greets teacher and classmates
Iden:ﬁes numbers up to 20, colors and shapes
Counts to 20 forward and backwards
Comprehends describing words, weather expressions,
and talk about food
Responds to yes/no ques:ons about family, body parts,
age, animals, basic needs
Can comfortably listen to spoken Spanish for up to 15
minutes
Can repeat Spanish words when asked
Can follow basic commands in Spanish
Can par:cipate in cultural studies focused on
Guatemala and Colombia

2nd
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Listens to and comprehends gree:ngs
Iden:ﬁes numbers up to 100, colors and shapes
Counts to 100 and does basic math func:ons
Comprehends describing words, weather expressions,
and talk about food, loca:on, emo:ons, and home
Responds to yes/no ques:ons about family, body parts,
age, animals, likes/dislikes, and basic needs
Can comfortably listen to spoken Spanish for up to 20
minutes
Can repeat Spanish words when asked and can create
basic structures
Can follow commands in Spanish
Can par:cipate in cultural studies focused on Puerto
Rico and Venezuela

“Spanish at Friends School is intended to introduce students
to the language and culture of Spanish speaking countries.”

SPANISH (Cont.)
3rd
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4th

Iden:ﬁes numbers up to 100, colors and shapes
Counts to 100 and performs basic math func:ons
Comprehends describing words, weather expressions,
and talk about food, loca:on, emo:ons, home, ac:ons,
clothing and school
Responds to yes/no ques:ons about family, body parts,
age, animals, basic needs and likes/dislikes
Can comfortably listen to spoken Spanish for up to 30
minutes
Reads Spanish words and phrases
Writes up to three sentences in Spanish with a model
Can repeat Spanish words when asked and create basic
structures to communicate
Can follow commands in Spanish
Can par:cipate in cultural studies focused on Chile and
Cuba

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Iden:ﬁes numbers up to 100, colors and shapes
Counts to 100 and performs basic math
Comprehends describing words, weather expressions,
and talk about food, loca:on, emo:ons, home, ac:ons,
clothing, school, places and :me
Responds to yes/no ques:ons about family, body parts,
age, animals, basic needs and likes/dislikes
Can comfortably listen to spoken Spanish for up to 30
minutes
Reads Spanish sentences and short paragraphs
Writes short paragraphs in Spanish with a word bank
Can repeat Spanish words when asked and create basic
structures to communicate
Can follow commands in Spanish
Can par:cipate in cultural studies focused on Peru and
Costa Rica

5th
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Counts to 100 and performs basic math func:ons
Comprehends describing words, weather expressions,
and talk about food, loca:on, emo:ons, home, ac:ons,
clothing, school, places and :me
Responds to yes/no ques:ons about family, body parts,
age, animals, basic needs and likes/dislikes
Can comfortably listen to spoken Spanish for up to 30
minutes
Reads short books in Spanish
Writes up to a page in Spanish with or without a word
bank
Can repeat Spanish words when asked and create basic
structures to communicate
Can follow commands in Spanish
Can par:cipate in cultural studies focused on Peru and
Costa Rica

“Students will leave the program with a fluency level of novice-low to
novice-high based on the ACTFL language proficiency guidelines.”

MUSIC
Music at Friends is meant to be both enjoyable and content oriented. Our goal is that children have fun while learning musical skills through age appropriate ac:vi:es. We want all
students to have enough skill and background knowledge to appreciate and engage with a wide variety of music from a wide variety of cultures. Our program is based on a balanced and
comprehensive approach. Major themes addressed include:
•
Rhythm
•
Melody
•
Musical terms
•
Performance skills
•
Reading music
•
Song form
•
Culture
Children play games, sing songs, and play instruments, all the while developing their rhythmic and melodic skills, learning musical vocabulary, reading music and developing an
understanding of song form and music from other cultures. Performances are o5en used as a goal toward which we work for an extended period of :me. During rehearsals students have
the opportunity to solidify skills they are learning.

Kindergarten
•
•
•
•
•

•

Dis:nguishes between speaking and singing voice
Sings a variety of simple songs and singing games
Echoes and performs simple melodic and rhythmic
paPerns
Demonstrates basic performance skills and behaviors
Moves to music, demonstra:ng awareness of beat,
tempo, dynamics, and melodic direc:on, reﬂec:ng
changes in mood or form
Moves to music, diﬀeren:a:ng between sound and
silence

1st
•
•

Uses the head voice to produce a light, clear sound
Responds to cues of a conductor for stopping and
star:ng
• Performs four-beat paPerns that include sol-mi-la or
mi-re-do pitches and quarter notes, eighth notes and
quarter rests
• Plays simple paPerns and simple music forms

2nd
•
•
•

•

Performs two-part rounds using speech, body
percussion, singing, movement, and instruments
Follows conductor's cues demonstra:ng dynamic
changes, tempo changes, and fermata
Performs four- and eight-beat paPerns that include do,
re, mi, sol, la pitches (pentatonic scale) and half notes,
whole notes, half rests, and whole rests
Plays tonic chord accompaniments in simple keys

“We want all students to have enough skill and background knowledge to
appreciate and engage with a wide variety of music from a wide variety of cultures.”

MUSIC (Cont.)
3rd
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

4th

Uses correct vocal and instrumental techniques when
singing and playing instruments
Recognizes and follow conductor's beat paPerns and
gestures
Performs expressively for peers in a large or small group
senng
Plays and sings simple notated melodies
Performs more complex paPerns that include do, re, mi,
sol, la, high do, low sol, and low la (extended pentatonic
scale) and sixteenth and doPed half notes
Performs rhythmic and melodic os:na: in small groups
Performs a steady beat while contras:ng rhythms are
being played
Performs I-V accompaniments in simple keys

•
•
•
•

•

Performs three-part vocal and/or instrumental rounds,
using movement, and speech
Watches the conductor and follow meter paPerns,
tempo, and dynamic changes
Perform using correct posture, breathing, and dic:on
Performs paPerns that include do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, :,
high do, low sol, low la pitches and doPed quartereighth, triplet rhythms
Performs I-IV-V accompaniments in simple keys

5th
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Performs four-part vocal and/or instrumental rounds,
using movement, and speech
Responds to the conductor for phrasing and dynamics
Demonstrates proper care of voice and instruments
Performs paPerns that include the following rhythms:
sixteenth/sixteenth-eighth, eighth-sixteenth/sixteenth,
eighth-quarter-eighth, and :es
Performs paPerns that include the pitches of the major
scale
Performs I-IV-V chords in the keys of C, F, and G
Plays and sings notated melodies (12 to 16 measures)
with aPen:on to pitch, rhythm, and expressive quali:es
Plays and sings simple melodic nota:on in treble clef in
major and minor keys

“Our goal is that children have fun while learning musical skills through age appropriate activities.”

ART
Art is a universal language. Art at Friends School is an outlet for crea:vity and self-expression; a channel for communica:on; a way to express intelligence; a means for deepening
connec:ons between people; and a vehicle for enhancing cross-cultural, historical, and global understanding. Every child will create art as part of integrated units of study and simply for
art’s sake. Every child will explore a wide-range of materials, media, and techniques while studying ar:sts, art history, and world cultures. A primary goal is for each child to see her/
himself as an ar:st. Because our art program is so project focused vs. product focused, students across the grade levels are assessed on the following criteria:
•
Uses class :me to complete projects and contributes to discussions
•
Demonstrates respect for the work, feelings and opinions of others
•
Artwork demonstrates personal interpreta:on
•
Art mediums are used correctly and respecpully
•
Demonstrates a basic understanding of art concepts discussed in class
•
Demonstrates an aPen:on to detail and cra5smanship

“Every child will explore a wide-range of materials, media, and
techniques while studying artists, art history, and world cultures.”

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The Physical Educa:on program is directed foremost at developing lifelong learners. Emphasis is on developing individual competencies, skills and team building rather than on
compe::on. Student goals are in three areas: head, hand, and heart. Ac:vi:es are planned using goals from all three areas every day.
•
Head- game rules and strategies, problem-solving, and crea:vity
•
Hand- perceptual-motor skills, sport skills, and ﬁtness
•
Heart- posi:ve antude, sportsmanship, and teamwork
The PE curriculum is based on developmental benchmarks and perceptual-motor skills and uses exposure to a variety of sports to accomplish these goals. An example of this is the handeye coordina:on unit. During the unit, students engage in sports like Ul:mate Frisbee, football, or volleyball as well as other challenge ac:vi:es, all of which include throwing and
catching. The balance unit, on the other hand, includes ac:vi:es like gymnas:cs, circus stunts, ac:vi:es to increase core strength, and team challenges that require sta:c and dynamic
balance to complete.

Kindergarten
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understands age-appropriate sports concepts
Demonstrates responsible behavior
Has solid bodily awareness and pushes self to aPempt
new challenges
Can walk and balance on a variety of objects
Can catch and throw
Can climb the rope and net, li5s body on the uneven
bars
Demonstrates awareness of body in space and can
cross the midline
Has the stamina to complete class
Demonstrates sportsmanship and honesty

1st
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understands age-appropriate sports concepts
Demonstrates responsible behavior
Demonstrates awareness of body in space and can
cross the midline
Is able to balance on one body part
Can catch and throw consistently
Can climb the rope and net, li5s body on uneven bars
Has the stamina to complete class
Demonstrates sportsmanship and honesty

2nd
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understands sports and game rules presented in class
Is responsible with own body and equipment
Par:cipates in problem solving ac:vi:es
Demonstrates awareness of body in space and can
cross the midline
Can climb the rope and net, li5s body on uneven bars
Can catch and throw consistently; uses a mature
throwing paPern while throwing overhand
Can climb the rope
Has the stamina to complete class
Knows and follows the rules of games
Demonstrates sportsmanship and honesty
Listens to classmates and works as a team

“The Physical Education program is directed foremost at developing lifelong learners.”

PHYSICAL EDUCATION (Cont.)
3rd
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4th

Understands sports and game rules presented in class
Is responsible with own body and equipment
Par:cipates in problem solving challenges
Demonstrates awareness of body in space and can
cross the midline
Can climb the rope and net, li5s body on uneven bars
Can catch and throw consistently; uses a mature
throwing paPern while throwing overhand
Can climb the rope to the top
Has the stamina to complete class
Knows and follows the rules of games
Demonstrates sportsmanship and honesty
Listens to classmates and works as a team

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understands sports and game rules presented in class
Is responsible with own body and equipment
Par:cipates in problem solving challenges.
Demonstrates awareness of body in space and can
cross the midline
Can climb the rope and net, can hold themselves up on
the pommel horse
Is able to balance on one body part for more than 30
seconds
Can catch and throw consistently; uses a mature
throwing paPern while throwing overhand
Can climb the rope to the top
Has the stamina to complete class
Knows and follows the rules of games; tries to be fair
and honest
Demonstrates sportsmanship and honesty
Can think strategically in a group senng
Listens to classmates and works as a team

5th
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understands the sports and game rules presented in
class
Is responsible with own body and equipment
Par:cipates in problem solving challenges
Demonstrates awareness of body in space and can
cross the midline
Can climb the rope and net, can hold themselves up on
the pommel horse
Is able to balance on one body part for more than 30
seconds
Can catch and throw consistently; uses a mature
throwing paPern while throwing overhand
Can climb the rope to the top
Has the stamina to complete class
Knows and follows the rules of games; tries to be fair
and honest
Demonstrates sportsmanship and honesty
Can think strategically in a group senng
Listens to classmates and works as a team

“Emphasis is on developing individual competencies,
skills and team building rather than on competition.”

TRIPS PROGRAM
At Friends School we believe that the best way to know something is to experience it ﬁrst hand. That is why emphasis is placed on taking ﬁeld trips and hos:ng guest speakers that
enhance classroom ac:vi:es through real-life experiences. Beginning in 2nd grade, students begin to build independence through our overnight trips program. They begin close to home
for one night and gradually increase distance and dura:on, that con:nues into middle school. Such experiences help develop classroom community, independence, resilience,
responsibility, increased conﬁdence, and ﬂexible thinking.

Kindergarten
•

1st

Students take ﬁeld trips and host guest speakers to
enhance curriculum and provide hands on experiences
(examples of past trips: family-run organic farm, Denver
Zoo, nature walks)

•

Students take ﬁeld trips and host guest speakers to
enhance curriculum and provide hands on experiences
(examples of past trips: Boulder Public Library, BuPerﬂy
Pavilion, nature walks)

2nd
•

•

3rd
•

•

4th

Students take ﬁeld trips and host guest speakers to
enhance curriculum and provide hands on experiences
(examples of past trips: History Colorado Center,
Colorado State Capitol Building)
Students extend the overnight experience by aPending
Cal-Wood Educa:on Center in Jamestown, CO.
Emphasis is placed on hands-on, engaging science
experiences connected to classroom curriculum.

•

•

Students take ﬁeld trips and host guest speakers to
enhance curriculum and provide hands on experiences
(examples of past trips: Denver Art Museum, Colorado
Shakespeare Fes:val)
Students extend the overnight experience with a twonight overnight stay at Cal-Wood Educa:on Center in
Jamestown. Emphasis is placed on community building
and inten:onally taken at the start of the school year to
foster community and connec:on among students.

Students take ﬁeld trips and host guest speakers to
enhance curriculum and provide hands on experiences
(examples of past trips: Denver Museum of Nature and
Science, Boulder Public Library, Science Center)
Students set the founda:on for future overnights with a
one-night sleepover in the Great Room on campus; an
evening science program and community building
ac:vi:es are the highlights.

5th
•

•

“At Friends School we believe that the best way to
know something is to experience it first hand.”

Students take ﬁeld trips and host guest speakers to
enhance curriculum and provide hands on experiences
(examples of past trips: Longmont Museum, Denver
Botanic Gardens)
Students par:cipate in a culmina:ng ﬁeld trip to Crow
Canyon Archaeological Ins:tute in Cortez, Colorado.
This 5-day, 4-night experience focuses on
archaeological explora:on and a culmina:ng
celebra:on of the end of elementary school.

